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Ask Alex
Anything.
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YOU ASKED AND ALEX IS ANSWERING.

QUEST I ON: Are you waiting for Peru to announce

Part Two: As for metallurgy part of the question, we

uranium mining legislation before announcing the

are awaiting final results from the work ANSTO and

Falchani metallurgy trade-off study results?

DRA are wrapping up together. Since we've already
demonstrated multiple routes to recover the lithium

A L EX : I would like to address this question in two

through our work in Lima with TECMMINE (see

parts, first a comment on the legislation required and

October 4, 2018 press release), we want to have an

then I’ll answer the metallurgy part of the question.

"optimal" analysis from ANSTO. DRA is collaborating
with ANTSO and our team on these final few steps as

Part One: there is no uranium mining legislation

we want to know optimal recoveries and re-agent use.

required in Peru, it is effectively an addendum that

The high-level parameters included in the optimized

is required. Uranium can be mined and processed

metallurgy studies should allow investors to start to

under the general mining code. The missing piece is a

determine ballpark process operating costs estimates

‘legal framework’ for the transport and export of the

ahead of the PEA targeted for late Q2 2019. The

yellowcake product only.

optimization process is focused on identifying the
results that balance processing operating costs with

We won’t build Macusani or produce our clean

net recoveries and low impurity precipitate of a battery

yellowcake product without a legal framework in

grade product. Considering the deposit was discovered

place to be able to send it to the enrichment facilities

less than 18 months ago, we have the 6th largest hard

in Canada, US, etc. This legal framework has been in

rock project in the world today and have invested 12

the works for quite some time, it is running through

months of research and analysis into identifying the

the appropriate government steps to be formalized

most economic processing route. I believe, this study

and implemented. At this point, as mentioned by the

will be another significant positive catalyst for Plateau.

Minister of Mines, we remain confident it will come in
to place in 2019. Once the legal framework is in place
in Peru, this will be a very positive catalyst for Plateau
Energy Metals, as I believe this should result in a
re-rating for our project.

QUEST I ON: What will you do with the uranium

in it (in and around discovery hole 1). We haven't seen

included in your Falchani lithium project?

it elsewhere, so Falchani is a lithium project first, in
a completely different rock type, and given the scale

AL EX : Shortly after we made the Falchani lithium

of the deposit, there is no need to move overburden

deposit discovery in 2017, there has been confusion

material from any of the small area where uranium

about the uranium-lithium included in Falchani, so let

exists for many, many years, if at all.

me set the record straight:
Q U ESTI O N: Will the upcoming Falchani PEA
It was assumed that our Falchani lithium discovery,

include the uranium within Falchani?

which is 25 kms away from Macusani, was all part of
the same rock type that hosts our Macusani uranium

A L EX : The preliminary economic assessment (PEA),

deposit. The uranium bearing rocks on the Macusani

which is expected in late Q2-2019, is for our Falchani

plateau are rhyolites, but not all rhyolite is uranium

lithium project only. As previously noted, there is no

bearing, the only concentration today of uranium

uranium production from Falchani. Following the PEA,

grade and scale is at our Macusani uranium project.

we will evaluate potential by-product economics for
other elements found at Falchani.

Secondly, at Falchani, the rock type is a volcanic tuff
that is lithium rich, some of which is at surface and

Considering the Falchani lithium and the Macusani

some near surface under rhyolites. At Falchani, there

uranium, are two separate and distinct projects, we

is some overburden of rhyolite rock, and a relatively

are treating them as such.

small area of that rhyolite rock that has some uranium
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Q UEST I ON: Will you be looking to sign term

Q U ESTI O N: Since the Macusani Uranium and

contracts for uranium?

Falchani Lithium projects are distinct will you
consider creating two separate companies with

A L EX : Term contracts for uranium are utilities

separate listings?

contracting for supply. Note, sizeable term contracts
have not been signed by utilities for years, as existing

A L EX : We are evaluating a number of strategic

term contracts are rolling off, and the Section 232

options. While it is too early to determine a definitive

petition in the US has been preventing utilities from

path forward, one of the many considerations is a

signing new ones (due to uncertainty of import

spin-out of one of the two projects from Plateau, where

restrictions). We have significant new entrants buying

existing shareholders receive shares in the newly spin-

in the spot market, both financial investors and also

out company.

producers that have old term contracts at higher
prices than spot with many uranium mines now on

However, at this point, there is no assurance this will

care and maintenance. Today it is reasonable to state

be the case as we are evaluating all potential outcomes

the majority of mines have a cash cost and an all-in

to create the most value for our shareholders. We still

cost above the uranium spot price and are surviving

have a lot of work ahead of us to continue to de-risk

solely on older term contract pricing. Given supply

our projects (see previous questions above) in creating

constraints and a demand need that has to be fulfilled

further shareholder value.

in the coming 12 or so months for energy security, we
believe producers are price makers today, not price
takers.
We can have, and have recently had, conversations
with utilities and traders, but given the stage of
our project and the structural shift that appears to
have taken place in the industry, utility contracting
needs are nearer term (~2 years) and the duration
of contracts seems to be trending to shorter, ie.
3-5 years vs. 10 years, previously completed. As a
uranium developer, term contracts for the stage of our
project tend to be market price based and may not
come with price floors, as opposed to mid and longterm based forecasts which tend to be higher. From
this perspective, it makes sense for us to continue
these conversations, advancing the development of
Macusani and when the right contracting opportunity
comes along we act.

If you have a question for Alex Holmes, CEO of Plateau Energy Metals Inc, please email us at
IR@PlateauEnergyMetals.com
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